ABSTRACT. A subgroup 1(M X S*) of the inertia group I(M x Sx) is defined and shown to lie in 1(C) for every fibre bundle Mn -<• C -» AT'. For certain M, examples of nontrivial elements in I(M X Sx) are constructed using the rpairing of Milnor-Munkres-Novikov.
{£ G 9n+i: there is a diffeomorphism G: (M X S*) # E -> M X S* with G|M X {*} = identity}. Of course, it suffices that G(M X {*}) = M X {*} since then ((G\M X {*}) X id)-1 o G restricts to the identity on M X {*}. Alone, this special inertia group would be of little interest. However, as the following theorem shows it is a useful intermediary for computing inertia groups of fibre bundles. THEOREM 1. Let Mn -» G -► IV* be a smooth fibre bundle with fibre Mn and base manifold AT*. Then I(M X 5*) C 1(C).
PROOF. Let G: (M X 5*) # S -> M X 5l be a diffeomorphism satisfying G|M X {*} = identity, where * G £>+, # S is performed in M X £>*_, and S* = D+ U Dx_. By the tubular neighborhood and isotopy extension theorems, G can be isotoped to G' satisfying G'(M X D\.) = M X D\. Let G+ = G'\M X D\. and G-= G'|(M X Dl_) # E, and observe that the composition G se= G^} o G_:(MXfli)#E-tMXÖi restricts to the identity on the boundary. Take D1 C N and observe that since G is trivial over D%, C admits a decomposition G = (M X £>*) U (C\(M X int £>*)).
The diffeomorphism defined by the following diagram
shows E G 1(G). This completes the proof.
Examples of nontrivial elements in I(M X Sl) can be constructed easily for manifolds of the form Mn = lVn~J X S*, J > t ■+■ 2. Take a generator a £ TTi(SO(i -f-1)) and let s : SO(m) -► 50(m + 1) denote the suspension map. Define a self-diffeomorphism h of Nn~J X S-7 X Sl by h(x,y,z) = (i, s»a(2;) • y, 2), select L^ C SJ satisfying (s.a^)).!^ = IP for all 2 G S1, and observe that for Dn = Dn~J X^C iVn-J X SJ, /i|Dn X 5* has the form h((x, y), z) = (x,s»a(z) • y, 2) = (sn~j+1a(z) ■ (x,y),z). Then HG: (M X S%) # E -* M X S1' satisfies HG|M X {*} =inclusion. This completes the proof. As a final example, consider a diffeomorphism /: E # (Mn X S%) -> Mn X 5*. If M is (n -i -f-l)-connected and 2t -3 > n, then / is isotopic to /' with f'\M X {*} = inclusion for some * G S* if and only if a single obstruction a(f(M X {*}),MX{*}:MXS1)£ TTn-i vanishes [19] . In particular, if Mn is (n -i-\-l)-connected and 2i -3 > n, then I(M X Sl) = ~I(M X S*) if n -t = 4,5, or 12 (since then 7rn_i vanishes [18] ).
